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PRC officials visit BYU hawaii campus
As part of united states tour

six education and political officials from and deputy director of the foreign affairs
the peoples republic of china spent nearly office liaoningLiaoning province liu wu
a week litlattit brigham young university translator and deputy director of foreign
hawaii campus in mid december laie was affairs liaoningLiaoning province liu peng party
their last stop on an extensive fact finding secretary liaoningLiaoning university rao hao
trip that included meetings with government president of liaoningLiaoning normal university
and education officials in washington DC and wang rong pei vice dean of english
and visits to seven other universities dalian institute of foreign languages
throughout the united states

despite the language culture and climate
one of their main reasons for visiting differences between china and hawaii dr

laie was to study BYU hawaiis TESL dong director of higher education over
program which has been preparing ESL more than fifty government sponsored
teachers for nearly twenty years another of universities in the PRC said he felt he was
their interests was the english language among close friends and very much at
institute where international students at home during his stay at BYU hawaii
BYU hawaii can improve their english
skills prior to enrolling in regular university this group of visitors from the peoples
courses the integrated computer system republic of china was the third delegation
used in BYU hawaiis joseph F smith from that country to come to BYU hawaii
library was also of considerable interest to in the past eighteen months PRC premier
the visitors zhao ziyangsiyang visited the campus last

january and a group of educators from
the PRC visitors were dong hong shu beijing also met with BYU hawaii

director of the bureau of higher education administrators and educators in laie several
liaoningLiaoning province lu xiao ping adviser months earlier
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PRC visitors pause for a photograph with their BYU hawaii hosts story on p 7
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